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Abstract—It is considered a formalized methodology allowing to realize the extraction of the parameters

of non-linear EEHEMT model for ultra-high frequency FET on a basis of measured low-signal

S-parameters and voltage-current characteristics. We built a model of domestic 0.15 µm GaN HEMT

transistor, operating in millimeter wavelength range as an example. Correctness and accuracy of the

non-linear model obtained were verified by means of measurement of the output power and load

characteristics of the transistor in large-signal operation.
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INTRODUCTION

Development of current-technology microwave devices is impossible without specialized CAD, such as

ADS (Agilent Technology, USA), Microwave Office (Applied Wave Research, USA), etc. Their

application allow to force and reduce the cost of microwave circuits development essentially. But for

development of non-linear devices, for example, power amplifiers (PA), it is necessary to obtain accurate

mathematical models of microwave transistors, which should describe the device behavior in definite

frequency band and direct current modes, and also represent correctly non-linear effects, etc.

At development of microwave PA for description the transistors as non-linear devices there are

frequently used the models in form of equivalent circuits (EC). The methods of description of active

elements by means of linear and non-linear EC-models are enough commonly described in [1–4, etc.]. At

that calculation of the parameters (extraction) of linear EC of microwave transistor is necessary stage of its

linear model building.

In spite of wide application of non-linear models, their development problem is enough complicated and

labour-intensive. But there is no exact formalized procedure of parameters extraction for widely applied

non-linear models till now. As a rule, specialized software (IC-CAP, AmCAD, etc.), use amount of analytic

expressions for calculation of definite parameters of the models the other ones are calculated by means of

optimization theory methods. But mentioned CADs are enough expensive, and they are able to be purchased

by restricted amount of universities and science engineering laboratories. Moreover, the procedure of the

parameters extraction by means of this software is complicated task and it requires a lot of time.

EEHEMT non-linear model is one of the most accurate and widely applied models for GaAs and GaN

transistors [5]. In [5] there is described the methodology of its parameters extraction, which is based on

primary approximate calculation of the values of some main parameters of the model and specification

(optimization) of these parameters together with definition of the other parameters by means of IC-CAP

CAD. But the way of obtain of the other parameters or their values range is not considered. If initial values of

the other parameters are defined arbitrary, the model optimization does not bring to success. In [6, 7] the

authors try to calculate the parameters of non-linear EEHEMT model without application of expensive

software, but they described the extraction of several parameters of the model only.
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